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The third title in the successful Pillsbury cookbook series features 175 of Pillsbury's best-ever

recipes for cookies, bars, and brownies. Each recipe is accompanied by helpful sidebars such as

Kitchen Tips, Make It Special, Recipe Variations, and Ingredient Information, and by bullets

denoting recipes as Editor's Favorites or Quick Bets. 60 color photos.
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This is one of the finest cookbooks I've ever seen for cookies. The collection is divided into drop,

hand-formed, refrigerator, rolled, bars/brownies, holiday and Bake-Off favorite cookies. With an

introductory section on "cookie know-how" and margin hints, tips, and information, this collection is

not only informative, but a pleasure to thumb through. Most recipes have variations listed

immediately after, so if you don't care for ingredients in the basic recipe you are given several

suggestions how to tailor it to your liking. Many color photos, easy to follow ingredient lists,

numbered steps and nutritional breakdown round out the detail given in this book. A must for any

cookie baker.

I'm so glad I found this book! Every recipe I tried so far has been spectacular and so tasty that it

disappeared in a minute!The recipes are laid out really well, with clear step by step instructions and

lots of reference "tags" to give more information about ingredients or interesting substitutions or

even "make it special" suggestions to dress up your creations.The recipes are really easy, but the

results can make people think you spent the whole day in the kitchen. I tried both of the recipes



pictured on the cover and they got rave reviews, without being much fuss. And the others were not

too difficult either.The book is divided into sections for rolled, dropped, bar cookies and so on,

making it easy to find what you feel like making. There are very nice and yummy pictures of many

recipes to give you an idea of the results.Maybe the only negative thing is that these recipes are all

very rich and not good at all if you are counting calories or have health problems, but I guess you

are not supposed to make cookies, if you are on a diet :P! They all have nutritional information,

though, so at least you can choose the less "sinful" ones.The sidebars explaining the different

ingredients are very informative and can help you with recipes from other books,too, of course.I tried

a few recipes from this book and it has already become a favourite! Highly recommended.

I got this book for Christmas and have been baking ever since. Easy to follow, no-fail recipes along

with lots of pictures make this a must have for all those who love to bake. I will definitely pass this

book along to my kids.

Got this book originally at public library and we enjoyed the results so much we decided to

purchase. Our daughter used it to make a great selection of Christmas cookies which got rave

reviews!

This Pillsbury "Best Cookies" cookbook is just what it says. A Lot of Great Cookie Recipes in it. A

good go to cookie cookbook when you what to make cookes.It shipped quickly and I received it

fast.Good Price and Great Shape.Thank you.

I recently purchased two Pillsbury Cookie Cookbooks and have found the recipes to be very

accurate and dependable. They also contain a great variety of cookie recipes. I am looking forward

to baking many different ones.

Purchased this for my granddaughter (age 12)because she love to bake, especially cookies. I have

Pillsbury cookies books that I enjoy and wanted to purchased one for her. My daughter agrees,

great book !!!!!!!!!!!!!

My mother used to have a Pillsbury Best Cookies cookbook from way back, and even though I have

and still bake several recipes from that book, I don't know what happened to it. So several years

ago I bought this book. Am I ever glad I did! I love every recipe I've tried in here, but I particularly



love the Snappy Turtle Cookies on page 234. They take several steps to make, but they are fun,

and they are Delicious!
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